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Abstract

We report the detection of SO2 emission from Io in Jupiter’s shadow, peaking near 26

Rayleigh/Å around 3150 Å, and emission from its associated excitation-dissociation products,

SO in the 2550 Å band and S I in the 1800 and 1900 Å multiplets. In addition, an unidentified

emission spectrum was discovered between ∼4100 Å and ∼5700 Å, which appears to be a

vibronic band. Its spectral lines are listed in neither the GEISA nor HITRAN database. The

line spacing and wavelength regime are characteristic of molecular bending modes, which would

imply a molecule with three or more atoms; e.g., SO2 or S2O. Alternative candidates for this

species are positive or negative ions of SO2 and its daughter species. The wavelength-averaged

intensity of this unidentified species is bracketed by intensities imaged through Galileo and

Cassini filters when Io was in eclipse. Both the unidentified and SO2 emission are brighter on

Io’s NE half (in the Jovian system), which is the side closer to Jupiter, but the unidentified

emission is more asymmetric, suggesting a connection with Io’s wake emission or with volcanic

activity. Weakening of the emission intensity between the early eclipse-resolved spectra indicate

partial atmospheric collapse due to freezeout of the atmospheric column and the decay of

energetic photoelectrons. Specific plume activity is not well constrained through examination

of the disk-averaged mid-ultraviolet (MUV) emission spectrum. Simulating the observations

using laboratory data published for the electron impact cross sections of SO2 indicates that this

emission is consistent with dissociative excitation of SO2 by thermal electrons in the Jovian

plasma torus plus a minor non-thermal electron component. Owing to uncertainty in the density

and mean energy of non-thermal electrons, the observations are insufficiently constrained to

extract the temperature of the upstream electrons. Without any non-thermal electrons, the

best fit upstream electron temperature is ∼10 eV; however, prior observations found the Jovian

torus thermal electron temperature near Io to be 4-6 eV and thus a non-thermal component is

required to reduce the best-fit simulated electron temperature. The upstream temperature of

electrons mixed with a non-thermal component that produced agreement between the simulated

and observed absolute peak intensities (at 2550 Å and 3150 Å) and their ratio, is Te=5–6 eV

with an accompanying non-thermal component of electrons that is 5% of the thermal density

and has a mean electron energy of 35 eV.
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1 Introduction

Being the primary source of charged particles in the Jovian magnetosphere, Io plays

a central role in dictating magnetospheric processes and phenomena. The primary

process by which Io populates the magnetosphere is uncertain but must depend on

the complex structure and composition of Io’s atmosphere and its interaction with the

Jovian plasma torus. Definitive knowledge of excitation scenarios and pathways has

been lacking. For this reason, a coordinated, HST-Galileo campaign was undertaken to

jointly study Io (Bagenal et al. 1999). The HST/STIS observations reported here were

part of this campaign. Their purpose was to study the atomic and molecular emission

spectrum of Io’s atmosphere when in Jupiter’s shadow; i.e., when excited solely by

charged-particle impact, without the added complication of excitation by solar EUV

radiation. Io’s tidal interaction with Jupiter and Europa is sufficient to melt part of its

crust, causing volcanoes, which support a thin volatile, spatially variable atmosphere

and surface frost. This atmosphere consists of localized plumes from active volcanoes

and lava lakes, and gas sublimed from widespread volatile frost, which is primarily

SO2 originally deposited locally by volcanoes. Io’s dayside atmosphere is patchy and

constrained to low- to mid-latitudes due to the distribution of frosts and plumes. The

frost-supported component, which we term the “sublimation atmosphere”, is wide-

spread but patchy owing to the distribution of frosts and plumes. This sublimation

component constitutes the bulk of the daytime atmosphere but much of it apparently

freezes out at night and during eclipse (Geissler et al. 1999; 2004).

A number of reviews are available that summarize Io’s atmosphere and surface;

e.g., Spencer and Schneider (1996); McEwen et al. (1998a,b); Lellouch (1996; 2005);

Lopes-Gautier (2000); McGrath et al. (2004); and Lopes and Spencer (2007). Besides

SO2 and small amounts of Na, K and Cl, the species SO, S, S2, and O have been

observed in Io’s atmosphere. Dissociative excitation of SO2 by plasma torus electrons

and photo-dissociation produces some of these species. The photo-dissociated products

persist well into eclipse. Zotolov and Fegley (2000) have computed the equilibrium
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mole fractions vs. vent temperature and S/O ratio, but the extent to which volcanoes

actually contribute these gases is unknown. Spacecraft and HST observations have

measured Io’s SO2 column abundance, initially for hemispherical averages, then later

with the disk resolved. Disk-averaged observations taken in 1993 revealed Io’s leading

hemisphere to have less SO2 gas than its trailing hemisphere (Trafton et al. 1996).

The Jupiter-facing hemisphere, which is the one observable from Earth during eclipse,

has a lower SO2 column than the anti-Jupiter hemisphere (Jessup et al. 2004; Spencer

et al. 2005; Feaga et al. 2009; Tsang et al. 2012).

The most detailed mapping of Io’s SO2 column is based on an analysis of HST/STIS

observations of the atmospheric absorption of solar Ly-α diffusely reflected by Io’s disk

(Feaga et al. 2009). These observations indicate that the local SO2 vertical column

abundance varies with latitude and longitude ranging from ∼1013 (at the poles) to

6×1016 cm−2 (in the high density anti-jovian equatorial regions, away from plumes).

Thus, these observations confirm that SO2 gas is concentrated at lower latitudes and

on the anti-Jupiter side of Io. Higher vertical column abundances in the literature

historically reflect observations that resolve Prometheus-type plumes. That is vertical

column densities ∼1017 cm−2 or greater have been inferred from the Prometheus-type

plumes (Jessup et al. 2004, Jessup and Spencer, 2012); while for the Pele-type plumes

vertical column densities ∼4±3×1016 cm−2 have been consistently found (McGrath et

al. 2000, Spencer et al. 2000, Jessup and Spencer, 2012). Thus, the tangential column

abundance inferred for large Pele plume based on HST detections of the plumes along

Io’s limb via absorption of Jovian light correspond to ∼8±6×1016 cm−2 (Jessup and

Spencer, 2012). Simulations of the 1979 Voyager imaged Pele plume eruption predict a

non-uniform gas distribution with tangential column densities ranging from 4.5×1017

cm−2 at the vent, to 2×1017 cm−2 in the upper canopy; to 9×1016 cm−2 for the bulk

of the plume area located between the vent and the plume canopy (Zhang et al. 2004).

Electron impact excitation appears to be the primary process for exciting Io’s auro-

rae in Jupiter’s shadow, resulting in emission from the dissociative excitation products
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of SO2; namely, SO, S I, S II, O I, and O II. Owing to nightly cooling of Io in its tidally

locked orbit about Jupiter, the temperature of the surface frost drops significantly so

that the sublimation atmosphere may undergo extreme variation in column abundance

unless a non-condensible gas is present (Moore et al. 2009). The same is expected for

Io’s daytime atmosphere during its daily 2-hr solar eclipse by Jupiter. Clarke et al.

(1994) observed that Io’s FUV emission from multiplets of sulfur and oxygen decreased

by roughly a factor of 3 within 20 min of eclipse ingress. Part of this was due to the

cutoff of EUV solar excitation. They concluded that the decrease is consistent with

plasma torus impact excitation with a decrease in the atmospheric column. However,

they did not have the sensitivity to detect SO2 and SO emission in eclipse.

The relative contribution of volcanic plumes and the sublimation atmosphere to

Io’s atmosphere varies diurnally and seasonally (e.g., Tsang et al. 2012), but is not

well known (Saur & Strobel 2004). From FUV spectra of New Horizons and HST taken

during Io eclipse, Retherford et al. (2007) report that the contribution of the volcanoes

to Io’s dayside atmosphere is 1–3%. During eclipse, the volcanic component of Io’s

atmosphere may be significant since aurorae are observed to remain bright throughout

eclipse (Geissler et al. 2004; and Retherford et al. also found disk averaged intensities

which decreased by a factor of 2 during the initial 40–60 min after ingress and then

changed little over the rest of the eclipse). Aurorae linked to volcanoes have even

been observed to brighten during eclipse, which could occur if a reduced sublimation

atmosphere permits greater plasma penetration into the plumes (Geissler et al., 1999).

However, a large non-condensed gas fraction during eclipse might inhibit the freezeout

of enough SO2 to explain the eclipse emission (Moore et al. 2009).

It was recognized by Geissler et al. (2004) on the basis of narrow-band Cassini ISS

images of Io in eclispse, that there must be an additional source of emission in Io’s visual

spectrum because the SO2 electron impact spectrum, which peaks near 3150 Å, falls

off too rapidly to explain the green emission observed in those images. They suggested

that this source is S2, which has been detected in Pele type plumes (Spencer et al.
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2000). However, this suggestion could not be tested because laboratory spectra of S2

in this wavelength range have been lacking. Moreover, published spectral observations

of Io in eclipse have also been lacking to help resolve this issue. We show in this paper

that there is indeed an unidentified molecular spectrum spanning this region that can

help to constrain the species identity.

Simulation of emission phenomena is the basis for understanding processes that

control and shape Io’s atmosphere and its interaction with the plasma environment.

Aurorae serve as a unique diagnostic probe of Io’s atmospheric structure and compo-

sition, and they also may constrain the temperature and incident flux of the Jovian

plasma torus electrons. However, Io’s diagnostic mid-ultraviolet (MUV) to visible au-

rorae are too faint to be seen against the bright, dayside disk. They are visible only

on Io’s night side or when Io is in Jupiter’s shadow. A compensating advantage is that

their analysis is simplified by the absence of solar EUV excitation. From Earth, Io’s

aurorae can only be observed during eclipse (and away from Jupiter opposition); e.g.,

Retherford et al. (2000; 2003).

The best maps of the frost distribution were obtained from the Galileo NIMS ob-

servations of Io (Doute et al. 2001). They include the geographical distribution and

physical characterization of the frosts, which assumes they are optically thick and are

geographically mixed with other sulfur-bearing compounds. The frost is more preva-

lent on the anti-Jupiter side of Io and appears adequate to support an atmosphere

that falls off smoothly with increasing latitude due to the reduced insolation (Jessup

et al. 2004). These deposits may be suitable tracers of various phenomena, including

volcanic production and emission, atmospheric transportation, condensation, meta-

morphism, irradiation, and sublimation, that occur throughout the SO2 cycle (Walker

et al. 2010; Gratiy et al. 2010).

In the present work, we present spectra of Io taken in eclipse from 1750Å to 5700Å

obtained by HST/STIS and seek to constrain the interaction of Io’s Jupiter-facing at-

mosphere with the Jovian plasma torus through 3-D Monte Carlo electron transport
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simulations of Io’s MUV-visible spectra. In Section 2 we present the observations;

Section 3 describes our data reduction strategy and interpretation; analysis via simu-

lated spectra is presented in Section 4; and Sections 5 and 6 present the discussion and

conclusions.

2 Observations

The observations were obtained using HST/STIS following the pre-opposition quadra-

ture of Jupiter that occurred on July 26, 1999 and are summarized in Table 1 and

Table 2. The sky background consisted of the diffusely reflected Jovian light that was

scattered into the STIS spectrograph aperture. Its spectrum consisted of the Jovian

spectrum modified by convolution over a range of Doppler shifts arising from Jupiter’s

rotation. The observations were designed to minimize this background. In particular,

the STIS nominal 2” x 2” aperture, having dimensions 2.”035 spatial x 2.”012 spectral

(STScI communication), was selected to prevent any Jovian light from directly enter-

ing the spectrograph. Jupiter’s ∼11.4◦ solar phase angle on the dates of observation

allowed enough offset of Io’s line of sight, which was west of Jupiter, to observe its

eclipse without excessive Jovian background. On Aug 7 and Aug 18 of that year, Io’s

diameter was 1.”08 and 1.”12, respectively.

Io was acquired and tracked using the JPL NAIF DE-406 ephemeris. Acquisition

images showed that Io was close to being centered in the STIS aperture on both dates.

The time of umbral ingress was determined from this ephemeris. Two consecutive

exposures were taken after umbra entry on each date. The 7 Aug 1999 observations

were made using the CCD detector with grating G430L to obtain Io’s “NUV-visible”

spectrum between 2900 Å and 5700 Å. The 18 Aug 1999 observations employed the

MAMA detector with grating G230L to obtain Io’s “UV” spectrum between 1750

Å and 3200 Å, slightly overlapping the CCD spectrum to facilitate merging. The

CCD pixel size was 0.”051 square with an average dispersion of 2.75 Å/pixel. For

the MAMA observations, the pixel size was 0.”0245 x 0.”0248 (spectral x spatial)
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Table 1: HST/STIS Observations of Io in Jupiter Shadow

Date Obs starta Exp Time intob Orbital Sub-Ioc Io magneticd

total eclipse longitude CML latitude

(UT) (UT) (sec) (min) (deg) (deg) (deg)

CCD/G430L

1999 Aug 7 16:14:06 720 13-25 343 236 +8.8

1999 Aug 7 16:28:18 694 27-39 345 240 +8.1

MAMA/G230L

1999 Aug 18 6:54:26 800 1-14 342 114 −0.2

1999 Aug 18 7:10:09 700 17-29 344 120 +1.1

aTime at observation start
bUmbral start time from JPL NAIF ephemeris
cThe Jovian sub-Io longitude at mid-observation
dFor 10◦ tilt of magnetic pole towards CML 202. Owing to centrifugal stretching,

the Jovian plasma torus is tilted 3◦ relative to the magnetic equator.

with an average dispersion of 1.55 Å/pixel. The corresponding average point source

spectral resolution was 3.88 Å (1.41 pixels) and 3.32 Å (2.14 pixels), respectively.

For the CCD observations, Io’s diameter was 21 pixels or 58 Å. Accounting for the

instrumental convolution of Io’s circular disk reduces the effective resolution element

to 44 Å. For the MAMA observations, Io’s diameter was 46 pixels or 71 Å, with an

effective extended-source resolution element of 54 Å.

The position angle of Jupiter’s pole was -21◦ and the position angle of the spatial

axis of the aperture (the detector y axis) was -157◦ and -139◦ on the two dates, respec-

tively. Thus, relative to Jupiter’s north pole, the aperture was oriented -136◦ for the

NUV-visible CCD spectra and -118◦ for the UV MAMA spectra. Jupiter’s equatorial

radius was 21.”1 and 21.”9, respectively, on the two dates. Jupiter was tilted 3.26◦

towards the Sun so the chord of Io’s path through the umbra was 0.34 of a Jovian ra-

dius north of the umbral center. This path is approximately 12% less than the umbral
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Table 2: Configuration

Date Detector Jupitera Apertureb Io diameter Solar phase

& filter direction orientation angle

(UT) (deg) (deg) (”) (deg)

1999 Aug 7 CCD/G430L 226 -136 1.08 11.63

1999 Aug 7 CCD/G430L 226 -136 1.08 11.63

1999 Aug 18 MAMA/G230L 208 -118 1.12 11.08

1999 Aug 18 MAMA/G230L 208 -118 1.12 11.08

aPosition angle of Jupiter relative to aperture spatial (y) axis
bPosition angle of the aperture spatial axis in the Jovian system

diameter, delaying ingress and accelerating egress.

The intensity of the background sky exceeded Io’s intensity significantly. The mag-

nitude of excess sky intensity varied as a function of wavelength and increased through-

out each eclipse observation as Io’s line of sight moved closer to Jupiter. The UV

MAMA observations began 1 min after umbral ingress and ended 28 min later, 29 min

into the umbra. During this time, Io’s projected distance from Jupiter’s center changed

from 44.”4 from to 36.”3 (7.3 Io diameters) and the dominating sky background due

to scattered Jupiter light increased by up to 40% above 2100 Å. The average sky back-

ground for the co-added MAMA observations rose from undetectable to a plateau of

11 R/Å near 2400 Å, then rose to a local peak at 49 R/Å at 2700 R/Å, dipped to 38

R/Å at 2800 Å, then rose through 100 R/Å at 3000 Å. By contrast, the NUV-visible

CCD observations began deeper into the umbra, 13 min after ingress, and ended 26

min later, 39 min into the umbra. Meanwhile, Io’s distance on the plane of the sky

changed from 41.”0 to 33.”5 (6.9 Io diameters) and the sky background averaged over

this band increased by 30%. The sky background averaged over the co-added CCD

observations (shown scaled in Figs. 1c and 4) increased monotonically from 100 R/Å

at 3000 Å to 900 R/Å at 5700 Å.
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3 Data Reduction and Interpretation

The STScI/STSDAS pipeline reduction procedure was applied with updated calibration

files to obtain the counts/pixel spectra and wavelength calibration. The STSDAS x2d

task was then applied using updated calibration files to convert to spectral images

calibrated in intensity units. In addition, the two exposures for each eclipse were

co-added into a single spectral image having an improved S/N ratio. All single and co-

added reduced spectral images were then median filtered to remove the noise of outlying

deviant pixel values from the data and increase the S/N ratio. The data used for fitting

the simulations were median filtered once using only a 3x3 pixel median. However, this

introduces an error in the zero-point of the sky-subtracted Io spectrum by spatially

convolving reference sky strips near the edges of the aperture with instrumentally

vignetted rows close to the edge and with rows of Io’s nearby disk. To measure the sky

background level more accurately, we separately applied a 3x1 median to the unfiltered

data that smoothed only in the dispersion direction.

3.1 Extraction Strategy

Although the STIS pixels are capable in principle of providing high spatial resolu-

tion, it was necessary to bin them in both dimensions of the spectral image in order to

improve the S/N of the observations and thus improve our ability to reliably identify

the spectral features above the noise. This binning is in addition to the previously

discussed initial 3x3 median filtering. Further improvement in the S/N resulted from

extracting 1-D spectra of Io, either over the whole disk or over two halves of Io’s disk

separately. Comparing Io’s half-disk spectra verified the reality of features seen in

the whole-disk spectrum, provided information on the quality of the sky subtraction,

and constrained the emission gradient over the disk (when the halves were extracted

independently). Comparison of the halves alongside the propagated statistical error

spectrum also provided an indication of the systematic error. In addition, Io’s half-

disk spectra were extracted separately for each of the individual and for the combined

eclipse exposures. Boxcar smoothing over at least a spectral resolution element (which
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is limited by Io’s disk diameter) further improved the S/N. For extended sources fully

filling the aperture, such as Jupiter’s scattered light, the spectral resolution wavelength

elements were 108 Å for the CCD and 127 Å for the MAMA detector. In order to merge

Io’s visible and UV spectra, which have different dispersions, the smoothing box size

was adjusted for each detector to yield essentially the same spectral resolution element;

112.5 Å and 110 Å, respectively.

The greatest source of error in extracting Io’s spectral image was in the determina-

tion and subtraction of the sky background. Owing to the proximity and direction of

Jupiter, an oblique sky intensity gradient occurred across the aperture and Io’s spectral

image. Over the eclipse, the sky background exceeded Io’s emission intensity spectral

envelope by a factor as high as 9 at 2700 Å for the MAMA observations, and by 25 at

5000 Å for the CCD observations. In order to minimize the sky-subtraction error, we

averaged adjacent sky rows near opposite edges of the aperture on either side of Io’s

disk. The small aperture size, chosen to minimize scattered light from Jupiter, severely

limited the number of rows on either side of Io available for averaging the scattered

Jovian spectrum. In selecting the detector rows to define the background, we made

allowance for aperture vignetting, potential mis-centering of Io in the aperture, and

emission extending beyond Io’s limb. Differences in the properties of the two STIS

detectors and in Io’s spectrum over the different wavelength regimes necessitated dif-

ferent procedures for extracting spectra for the CCD and MAMA observations. These

detailed procedures and the effective apertures for extracting spectra are described

separately for each detector in the Appendix.

Io’s spectrum was extracted from the observed spectral images by subtracting

Jupiter’s foreground scattered spectrum. In order to estimate the scattered light level

in each row associated with Io’s disk and extended emission, we interpolated spatially

the average background intensity observed on each side of the disk. The spatial inter-

polation was done along each wavelength column. Linear interpolation was adopted

as there was no clear constraint on the background curvature, given the small size of
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the aperture. In the case of Io’s whole-disk extractions, two methods were used and

applied to both detectors. The direct method was to sum the resulting spectral image

over the intervening rows to extract Io’s whole-disk 1-D spectrum including extended

emission. An alternative method of obtaining Io’s whole-disk spectrum was simply to

combine spectra of Io’s extracted halves; however, this method captures less of the

extended emission owing to the smaller effective aperture used (see the Appendix for

details).

Emission from Io has been observed to extend at least to 1” beyond the disk. This

is thought to arise from high altitude excitation from the Jovian plasma torus. De-

termining the spatial distribution of this faint emission from Earth is difficult owing

to its proximity to bright Jupiter in the night sky. Only emission falling within the

effective detector aperture was included in the extracted spectrum. For the comple-

mentary half-disk spectra, essentially only those rows that are on the disk are spatially

co-added, whereas for the extended whole disk spectra rows are included that are be-

yond the disk diameter to allow investigation of any emission that extends beyond

the diameter of Io’s disk. For the CCD, when Io’s diameter was 1.”08, the effective

aperture extracted for Io’s whole-disk spectrum was 2.”03 x 1.”58. This was is 41%

larger (in the spatial dimension) than the aperture used for comparing the Io halves;

namely, 2.”03 x 1.”12. For the MAMA detector, when Io’s diameter was 1.”12, the

effective aperture extracted for Io’s whole-disk spectrum was 2.”03 x 1.”51. This was is

32% larger than the aperture used for comparing the Io halves; namely, 2.”03 x 1.”14.

For a map of the effective apertures and sky strips for each detector, see Fig. A1 in

the Appendix. Owing to the uncertainty in the distribution of Io’s emission over the

effective aperture, the extracted emission flux was referred to the solid angle of Io’s

disk to yield an equivalent disk-averaged intensity spectrum that can be compared to

future investigative results. The intensity units were converted to Rayleighs/Å, where

1 Rayleigh corresponds to 1×106 photons cm−2s−1 per 4π sr.

The directions NE and SW, which refer to the detector’s spatial axis with North
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in the Jovian system projected onto the plane of the sky, are only approximate. They

differ by 18◦ for the CCD and MAMA observations. The actual orientations are given

in Table 2. NE refers to the lower half of the detector (lower row numbers) and SW

refers to the the upper half. Since Io was west of Jupiter, NE was the closer half

to Jupiter in the plane of the sky, hereafter the “Jupiter-approaching” side for short.

Unless explicitly indicated otherwise, the propagated statistical error spectrum on the

plots always represents the 1-σ standard deviation. It includes the contribution from

subtracting the sky spectrum, but excludes systematic effects. The sensitivity of each

detector declines noticeably towards longer wavelengths.

3.2 CCD Spectra

Independently extracted spectra of Io’s NE and SW halves are shown in Fig. 1a

for two spectral resolutions, 112 Å (41 pixels; upper panel) and 59 Å (21 pixels; lower

panel). These are based on the average two consecutive STIS/CCD observations taken

during the eclipse of Aug 7, 1999. These spectra are independent in the sense that a

different sky spectrum was subtracted from each Io half. However, their zero level is

uncertain owing to the intensity gradient of the background across the aperture and the

adjustment of the sky level to superpose the complementary extracted halves conve-

niently for close comparison of their features. These and other spectra reported in this

paper that apply to Io’s half disk were extracted from a region of the STIS aperture re-

stricted in the spatial dimension by Io’s projected diameter (see the aperture geometry

in Appendix Fig. A1 for further details). Each spectrum includes the emission from

Io’s half disk plus any extended emission lying in the corresponding area of its half

aperture. The intensity scale assumes that all the emission observed in each restricted

aperture half arises uniformly over that half of Io’s disk. There is rough agreement

between corresponding pairs of stronger features above 4100 Å common to both halves

of Io. The agreement between the independent Io halves extends to higher spectral

resolution, despite the accompanying lower S/N ratio. The strongly smoothed features

are seen to resolve into multiple narrower features that correspond across Io, lending
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support to their reality. They cannot all be caused by artifacts in the sky spectrum

that similarly affects both extracted halves. The intensity divergence at longer

Fig. 1a: Independently ex-
tracted spectra of Io’s NE and SW
halves (see precise orientation in
Table 2) that average two con-
secutive CCD eclipse observations
taken on Aug 7, 1999, when Io was
on the west side of Jupiter. The
two panels are the same except
that the lower has half the box-
car smoothing. The agreement of
the stronger spectral features com-
mon to complementary halves of
Io’s disk for the two spectral res-
olutions shown indicates they are
likely real. The 1-σ propagated
statistical error is also plotted for
the combined halves, scaled by sqrt
(2) to represent the error for the
halves.

wavelengths, however, likely indicates systematic error in the sky subtraction.

With the reality of the prominent features above 4100 Å now established, the condi-

tion that the extracted halves be independent is hereinafter relaxed in order to increase

the useful extracted spectral resolution. The upper panel of Fig, 1b compares the corre-

sponding dependently extracted spectra using a resolution element of 31 Å (11 pixels).

Because the sky is now linearly interpolated across Io’s disk, the extracted spectral

halves are no longer independent. The improved feature visibility results from aver-

aging twice as much sky area, as well as from the increased resolution. The spectral

halves have deliberately been left unbalanced in order to compare their brightnesses.

The spectrum appears to be brighter on the NE or (obliquely) “Jupiter-approaching”

half of Io. Several significantly brighter features above 4900 Å appear on the NE side.

The comparison shows continued correspondence in wavelength for most newly resolved

features. This spectrum suggests emission from a molecular species.
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Fig. 1b: Dependently ex-
tracted CCD spectra of Io’s NE
and SW halves, for which the sky
background spectrum was interpo-
lated across Io’s disk before sub-
traction. The upper panel com-
pares spectra of Io’s NE and SW
halves above 4100 Å that are
no longer independent nor artifi-
cially balanced. The agreement
of feature wavelengths between the
halves is nearly total over this in-
terval, with mostly brighter emis-
sion on the NE side. The lower
panel shows whole-disk CCD spec-
tra of Io at two umbral phases on
7 Aug. The two most-negative
dips seen in the second spectrum
(dashed) are apparently noise since
they are not matched in the first
exposure (the solid line). The sky
zero level for this extracted spec-
trum was adjusted to avoid other
negative data.

The lower panel of Fig. 1b compares the whole-disk CCD spectra of Io extracted

at the two separate umbral phases of the same eclipse (Table 1). The solid spectrum

is for the earlier exposure. The correspondence of the matching features is evident in

wavelength, if not in intensity. No correspondence was detected between the spectral

features and fringing in the spectral image for either eclipse exposure. These temporally

independent spectra were constructed by averaging dependent spectra of Io halves

extracted from the respective observations using the smaller effective aperture. Plots of

these individual halves (not shown) were found to mimic their whole-disk counterparts

at each CCD eclipse phase (and they confirm that the NE side is brighter). The sky/Io

spectral intensity ratio is proportionately greater for the larger extraction aperture and

greater for the second eclipse exposure. Io’s extracted CCD spectrum divided by the

sky spectrum is shown in Fig. 1c for the two eclipse phases. This intensity ratio shows

the increasingly dominating role of the sky background in the extraction up to 4100 Å.

Since the sky subtraction is the greatest source of statistical and systematic error, the
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noise is greatest and the zero level is least certain for Io’s extracted spectrum above

this wavelength. The two most negative dips in the later spectrum (dashed line) of

lower Fig. 1c are apparently artifacts of noise since these outliers are not evident in

the spectrum exposed only a few minutes earlier (solid line), which has a higher S/N

Fig. 1c: Comparison of the
sky background spectrum divided
by Io’s spectrum extracted at spec-
tral resolution element 112 Å for
the two separate CCD eclipse ob-
servations. The bolder spectrum is
the first observation. The sky zero
level has been corrected as dis-
cussed in the text. The sky back-
ground increasingly dominates Io’s
spectrum with increasing wave-
length.

owing to the lower sky background at Jupiter’s greater angular distance. The zero

level in the lower panel was accordingly adjusted downward relative to Fig. 1a and

to the upper panel of this Figure to avoid negative values in the rest of these data.

This was done by adjusting hereinafter the zero level of the sky background before its

subtraction.

Upper Fig. 1d shows the unidentified emission with the propagated error spectrum

extracted over the whole disk through the larger effective aperture, so it includes more

extended emission. Both exposures were co-added to improve S/N. The zero level

of the background was again adjusted to avoid negativity, ignoring the noise artifact

dipping below -10 R/Å just below 5100 Å. This corresponds to the similar adjustment

for the separate eclipse exposures shown in lower Fig. 1b for the smaller effective

extraction aperture. With its higher S/N and corrected zero level for the subtracted

background, Fig. 1d is the one to use for comparison with laboratory spectra for species

identification and modeling.

The lower panel illustrates the lack of correspondence between Io’s unidentified

spectral features and the sky background. Io’s combined whole-disk CCD spectrum

(dashed) is overplotted on the scaled Jovian scattered light background spectrum,
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“Avg Sky” (thick), which is the average of the background observed on each side of

Io’s disk. No correlation with Io’s spectral features is evident. “Sky Difference” (lower

thin) plots the difference of those sky strips, which is positive due to the background

gradient. The indicated percentages refer to the amount of intensity scaling applied to

facilitate comparison. A rough correlation between the sky difference and Io’s emission

is suggested in the lower plot between 4300–4900 Å although not at other wavelengths.

Fig. 1d: Upper: Combined,
background zero-adjusted, larger-
aperture spectrum for the uniden-
tified emission with 1-σ propagated
error (The -10 R/Å dip appears
to result from a noisy pixel). The
lower panel shows lack of corre-
spondence between Io’s extracted
whole-disk spectrum (dashed) and
the averaged Jovian scattered light
background spectrum, scaled to
permit comparison: “Avg Sky”
(scaled by 4.6%, thick) is the aver-
age of the background in the aper-
ture on each side of Io’s disk. “Sky
Difference” (scaled by 43%, thin)
plots the difference of those sky
strips, which is positive due to the
background gradient.

This probably indicates sky contamination by Io’s asymmetrically distributed uniden-

tified emission, which is brighter on Io’s NE side. Jupiter’s spectrum cannot explain

these features because there is no hint of them in the Avg Sky spectrum, which is only

14 times brighter than Sky Difference here. Differential fringing across the detector is

an unlikely cause since such fringing is not observed in the scattered Jupiter spectrum.

Periodicity in the dark image has not been observed.

The upper panel of Fig. 1e shows the combined Io spectrum of Fig. 1d replotted

onto a frequency scale in preparation for a Fortrat plot with the consecutive emission

peaks marked from #1 on the right to #17 on the left. Peak #13 is questionable
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because it is weak and poorly defined. The lower panel shows a Fortrat diagram

plotting the frequency of the emission features marked above vs. sequence number.

All emission peaks are seen to lie close to a linear progression, with no indication of

curvature. This indicates a linear progression of the transition energy with quantum

number, with average band spacing of 404.5 cm−1. This spacing excludes a rotational

progression since this would correspond to a rotational constant of 203 cm−1 while

most such constants lie below 15 cm−1. For the ground electronic and vibrational

state of H2, the lightest molecule with the smallest moment of inertia, the rotational

constant is only 61 cm−1. We conclude that the progression, which extends over at

least 0.8 eV, represents a vibrational series of an electronic band.

Fig. 1e: Upper: Io’s whole-
disk spectrum replotted onto a
frequency scale with the emission
peaks marked. Peak #13 is un-
certain; its absence might help di-
agnose the series. Lower: For-
trat plot of the frequency of the
emission peaks marked above vs.
the transition number, which has
an arbitrary zero point and sign.
All emission peaks are seen to
lie close to a linear progression,
with no indication of curvature.
The 0.8 eV range and spacing of
the series indicates emission from
a vibrationally excited electronic
band.

3.3 MAMA Spectra

Turning to the NUV spectra obtained with the STIS/MAMA detector, we found

that sky subtraction for the MAMA leads to a mostly lower S/N than for the CCD

spectra so we adjusted the nomalization of the extracted MAMA spectra to be con-

tinuous with the extracted CCD spectrum. This is reflected in the plots below. This
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continuity is needed for fitting a model SO2 spectrum because its emission spans both

spectral regimes. This should be satisfactory so long as Jupiter’s scattered spectrum

has been fully subtracted on the two eclipse dates, but neglects any differential freezing

out of Io’s atmosphere during the early umbral phases observed for each eclipse. Since

each pair of Io halves spectra for the MAMA observations were balanced to facilitate

close comparison of spectral features, they do not reliably indicate which side of Io

Fig. 2a: Comparison of sky-
subtracted spectra of Io’s NE and
SW halves taken during each of
the two consecutive STIS/MAMA
detector exposures of Io’s early
umbral eclipse on Aug 18, 1999.
These extracted half-Io spectra
have been boxcar smoothed over
71 pixels to give a spectral resolu-
tion of 110 Å. They are linearly de-
pendent since their extraction in-
terpolates sky. The Io halves are
symmetrical, verified here a pos-
teriori. The spectra are normal-
ized approximately to match the
whole-disk, eclipse-average, CCD
spectrum over 3000–3100 Å for
continuity. Offset below (by 5
R/Å) for each panel, the absolute
value of half the difference be-
tween the half-disk spectra is plot-
ted for comparison. “RMS” gives
the standard deviation of this dif-
ference over the spectral inter-
val 1760–3000 Å, avoiding elevated
noise. The upper panel compares
Io halves for the first exposure of
the eclipse and the lower panel
compares the halves for the second
exposure, which appears broadly
weaker between 2500–3000 Å.

is brighter. In terms of extracting Io’s spectrum, the sky background is unimportant

below 2100 Å and is negligible below 2000 Å. At the SO peak emission at 2550 Å and

near the SO2 peak at 3000 Å, the sky intensity is, respectively, only 2.0 and 3.7 times

brighter than Io for the averaged MAMA observations. Overall, the sky subtraction is

less critical than for the CCD extractions.

Figure 2a shows, respectively, the sky-subtracted spectra of Io’s NE and SW halves

taken during the first and second consecutive MAMA detector exposures of Io’s early
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umbral eclipse on Aug 18, 1999. These extracted spectra have been boxcar smoothed

over 71 pixels to give an effective spectral resolution of 110 Å. The extent of the

agreement between the extracted halves supports the reality of the broader features.

For close comparison, the sub-panels plot the absolute value of half the difference

between these two spectra (i.e., the absolute difference from the mean). “RMS” gives its

empirical standard deviation over the spectral interval 1760–3000 Å. The 1-σ statistical

error is also plotted. The NE (dashed) spectrum of the second exposure was offset by

+1.4 R/Å to avoid negativity at 2200 Å resulting from an uncertain dark current

subtraction and to compare Io halves (The dark current appears to have been different

between the sky background and Io rows). This appears to be justified by the broad

agreement across the spectral range of the halves after offset (after allowing for the

falling MAMA sensitivity at longer wavelengths). Although the Io halves spectra agree

fairly well at each eclipse phase, there is significant disagreement between the phases.

Fig. 2b: Temporal change
of the Aug 18, 1999 eclipse ob-
served with the MAMA detector,
beginning a minute after umbral
ingress. The half-disk spectra of
Fig. 2a at each eclipse phase are
plotted here for temporal compar-
ison. Also, their whole-disk aver-
ages have been overplotted as thick
lines (the earlier phase is plot-
ted bolder). The dot-dashed spec-
tra represent Io’s NE half and the
dashed spectra Io’s SW half. The
1-σ error curves (thin) represent
the whole-disk averages, with the
dotted curve corresponding to the
later observation.

The second phase is broadly weaker, especially between 2500–3000 Å, although the

phases are normalized the same. The 40% higher sky background during the second

exposure would contribute to the disagreement, as would changes in Io’s atmospheric

column or excited SO production (see below).

Since the eclipse observed with the MAMA detector is the only observation that

captured the early umbral phase, it has the best leverage for assessing temporal change.
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Therefore, the spectra of Fig. 2a and their whole-disk averages (bold lines) are re-

plotted in Fig. 2b to enable a direct temporal comparison of the two phases. The 1-σ

error curves shown represent only the statistical error for the the whole-disk averages.

The corresponding error for the halves is approximately
√

2 larger. Io’s emission

Fig. 2c: Upper: Io halves
spectra for the average of the con-
secutive STIS/MAMA exposures
taken during Io’s umbral eclipse
on Aug 18, 1999. These halves
are time-averages of the respec-
tive halves shown in Fig. 2a, and
so include all the available expo-
sures up to 29 min. post eclipse
ingress. Lower: Whole-disk spec-
tra of Io co-added over this um-
bral eclipse. The bold spectrum
averages the Io halves spectra of
the top panel. The plotted spectra
are emission spectra derived from
averaging over the whole disk, us-
ing only on-disk emission (bold);
and the emission spectra that re-
sults from on-disk emission plus
emission extended beyond the disk
(light). Comparison of these spec-
tra provides a constraint on the ex-
tent of Io’s emission. The dashed
1-σ error spectrum corresponds to
the larger aperture.

spectrum appears to have generally weakened during eclipse. The difference between

the eclipse phases is typically greater than the disagreement between the disk halves at

each phase, particularly for the SO and S I emission, although the corresponding halves

are dependent. The greater difference in the emission between 2800–2950 Å is likely

due to excessive dark subtraction by the data reduction pipeline in the later exposure,

as indicated by its negative dip at 2200 Å. This would cause an error in the calibrated

intensity that increases with intensity, in this case depressing the spectrum. So some

of the depression is instrumental rather than temporal change. Adjusting the dark to

force agreement at 2900 Å would have caused a mis-fit between the two phases at 3100
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Å. So at least some of the MUV 1 temporal weakening deeper into eclipse indicated

in this Figure is real. The systematic error prevents a more quantitative separation of

the temporal changes from instrumental effects.

In the case of the extracted whole-eclipse spectra shown in Fig. 2c for the co-added

halves and the whole disk, there was enough S/N that after correction of the residual

negativity at 2200 Å, Io’s merged spectrum reproduced the slope of the blue wing of the

lab SO2 spectrum (shown below in Fig. 4). This whole-eclipse, whole-disk spectrum

is used in constraining our simulation because it it is the most reliable; it has the

highest S/N ratio and the least systematic zero offset error. The lower panel shows Io’s

whole-disk spectrum, again averaged over both MAMA eclipse exposures. The bold

spectrum averages the above Io halves spectra. The light spectrum applies the same

scaling but extracts Io’s whole disk over an effective aperture that is 32% larger in the

spatial dimension. The result is emission that is up to 1–2 R/Å brighter. The dashed

error spectrum corresponds to the larger aperture.

Figure 3 shows Io’s spectrum extracted with a spectral resolution element 39 Å (25

pixels) from the dark-corrected average of the two consecutive eclipse MAMA exposures

taken during Io’s early umbral eclipse on Aug 18, 1999. The extracted spectrum is

unreliable below 1750 Å due to the low signal level. The thick solid line represents Io’s

whole disk, sky-subtracted spectrum. This is taken to be the corresponding average of

complementary half-disk spectra, which are also shown. Laboratory SO2 dissociative

excitation cross sections of SO2 (e.g., Ajello et al. 2002) extend down only to 2000

Å. However, a pair of laboratory spectra showing S I lines in emission is shown offset

(Ajello, personal communication), which were generated by 25 and 200 eV electrons

impacting SO2 vapor (the brighter is 200 eV). These show that the line ratio depends

on electron energy. These have been broadened by convolution with Io’s disk, assuming

uniform emission, and have a common arbitrary scale (The convolution matters only

when the applied smoothing is less than 60 Å). Corresponding S I emission features

are seen in Io’s spectrum, complementing Clarke et al.’s (1994) detection of S and O
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lines in Io’s FUV spectrum. The communicated spectra are valid only for a specific set

of laboratory conditions and so are not suitable for fitting to Io’s spectrum.

Fig. 3: Average of sky-subtracted whole-disk spectra of Io taken during Io’s
early umbral eclipse on Aug 18, 1999 extracted at spectral resolution element 39 Å
(25 pixels). The thick solid line spectrum is for Io’s whole disk averaged over the
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two MAMA eclipse exposures, which is taken to be the average of the correspond-
ing complementary half-disk spectra, which are also shown. An arbitrarily-scaled
pair of laboratory spectra showing S I emission lines generated by 25 and 200
eV electrons, respectively, impacting SO2 vapor is shown offset by +11 R/Å (the
brighter is for 200 eV) (Ajello, personal communication). The corresponding S I
emission is evident in Io’s eclipse spectrum. The empirical “RMS” value is the
standard deviation of the difference spectrum over the interval 1800–2300 Å.

The jump in the absolute difference of the feature at 1915 Å relative to the rest of

the reliable region of the spectrum (>1750 Å) suggests that the difference in this

feature between Io’s NE and SW halves is real, with the emission being brighter on the

Jupiter-approaching (wake) side of Io. The fact that the shorter wavelength multiplet

is allowed while the other is dipole forbidden may play a role in the sensitivity of this

ratio. Different excitation conditions on opposite sides of Io might affect the 1915 Å

multiplet preferentially. The lab data are inadequate for fitting these features and

simulating them is outside the scope of this paper.

3.4 Merged Spectra

Figure 4 shows Io’s merged whole-disk, eclipse-averaged, extracted spectrum from

the smaller aperture plotted with resolution element 110–112 Å. The sensitivity to

varying the sky background by ±0.7% in extracting Io’s CCD spectrum is also shown to

be least at the shortest CCD wavelength, close to the laboratory SO2 “MUV 2” emission

peak near 3150 Å (following the nomenclature of Ajello 1992), reducing the uncertainty

in fitting models of the SO2 spectrum. Io was close to the torus equator during the

MAMA eclipse observations and near the torus edge during the CCD exposures, where

the electron flux is somewhat less. The middle (nominal) CCD spectrum was used

to adjust the normalization of the extracted MAMA spectrum by matching at their

overlap. This removed any intensity discontinuity arising from the different eclipse

phases and magnetic latitudes of Io on the two dates, which allowed simulating the

emission spectrum. Also plotted for comparison are the subtracted sky spectrum (dots)

and Io’s bright daytime continuum spectrum (dashes), both arbitrarily scaled to the

upper spectrum at 5700 Å. The lack of correspondence between broad features of

the sky spectrum and Io’s extracted spectrum confirms the sky subtraction. The
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scaled daytime continuum spectrum was derived from Io’s trailing geometric albedo

spectrum observed by Wamsteker (1972) and Allen’s (1976) visible solar flux spectrum.

Since Allen’s spectrum is smoothed over 100–500 Å, which exceeds the disk-convolved

resolution element of Io’s spectrum, spectral detail is lacking with which to make a

direct comparison with the data. However, we conclude that the solar contribution

to the NUV-visible CCD extracted spectrum below 3000 Å is negligible because: 1)

during eclipse Io is not directly illuminated by solar light and 2) based on the Cassini

observations of Io in eclipse (Geissler et al. 2004), the contribution from refracted

sunlight is expected to be low (see the detailed arguments in the Discussion). For

comparison, scaled laboratory spectra of SO2 at 9 eV and 11 eV are overplotted (the

pair of light lines; Ajello et al. 2002). These differ essentially only in the neighborhood

of the SO emission, bracketing it. The rough fit shows agreement on the blue wing

of the laboratory spectrum wiith Io’s observed spectrum between the SO feature and

the emission peak. There is a big disagreement above 3300 Å, even if the sky is scaled

over the range indicated before subtraction, indicating the presence of another emitting

species. These laboratory spectra are only roughly indicative because of their narrow

exciting electron energy range; proper fitting requires a full simulation.
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Fig. 4: Io’s merged, whole-disk (combined halves), eclipse-averaged, spectrum
(bold). The large effect of varying the sky background by ±0.7% in extracting Io’s
CCD spectrum is indicated by the bracketing dotted spectra. The respective 1-σ
propagated statistical error spectra for Io’s nominal spectrum are plotted near the
bottom (shallow concave solid lines). Also plotted for comparison are two nearly
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overlapping scaled laboratory spectra for SO2 excited by impact of electrons at 9
eV and 11 eV (thin lines peaking near 3150 Å and bracketing the observed SO
band; Ajello et al. 2002). These show the sensitivity to electron energy at the
SO band although not actually fitted to the data. Further shown are Io’s daytime
continuum spectrum (dashes) and the subtracted sky background spectrum (dot-
dash) (Allen 1976), both arbitrarily normalized to the upper dotted spectrum at
5700 Å. The plotted daytime spectrum shows that Io’s continuum spectrum in
eclipse is negligible throughout the MAMA wavelengths and below 3300 Å in the
CCD spectrum. The lack of correspondence between Io’s extracted spectrum and
the sky spectrum demonstrates the degree of success of the sky subtraction. See
text for details.

Figure 5 (upper) shows the average of the two CCD eclipse observations taken in

early Jovian umbral eclipse on Aug 7, 1999 and extracted through the two effective

apertures. The bold spectrum combines spectra of Io halves through the smaller ef-

fective aperture and the light spectrum is the whole-disk extraction, which has a 50%

larger effective aperture in the spatial dimension. Ideally, the average of these spectra

would correspond to the average of the spectra in Fig. 1a. The difference is due to

different extraction methods in order that the halves of Fig. 1a be independent.

Fig. 5: Evidence for Io’s ex-
tended emission. Upper: Average
of two consecutive STIS/CCD de-
tector exposures of Io’s early um-
bral eclipse on Aug 7, 1999. The
bold spectrum combines spectra of
Io halves and the light spectrum
is the whole-disk extraction, which
has a 50% larger effective aperture.
The sloped dashed curve peaking
near 3150 Å is the lab spectrum
for dissociative excitation of SO2

by 9 eV electron impact, arbi-
trarily scaled. Evidence of rela-
tively extended emission is appar-
ent, both for SO2 near the peak
and for the unidentified species
above ∼3700Å. The 1-σ propagated
statistical error for Io is plotted be-
low (dashed for the whole-disk ex-
traction). Lower: Intensity pro-
files of Io’s SO2 (solid; averaged
over 3009–3750 Å) and unidenti-
fied (dashed; averaged over 4108–
5673 Å) emission vs CCD row
number. Each row pixel is 0.”05.
Io’s center is at row 18 with the
disk lying between rows 8 – 29
(vertical lines). The data have
been boxcar-medianed over 3 rows.
The 1-σ propagated statistical er-
ror is plotted below (dashed for the
unidentified emission).
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The propagated statistical error is plotted below (dashed for the whole-disk extraction).

The above-mentioned artifact pegs the core of the 5100 Å feature at the same value

for both apertures (see lower Fig. 1b). This Figure shows extended emission across

the plot; i.e., for SO2 on the left (represented by the dashed line below 4500Å) and for

the unidentified species above and to the right of the dashed line, ramping up as the

SO2 emission falls off.

Figure 5 (lower) plots the emission profiles across Io’s disk for the unidentified

emission averaged over 4108–5673 Å and the SO2 emission averaged over 3009–3750 Å.

The profile for the unidentified emission follows that for SO2 in the SW half of Io and

they peak together, with similar strength, at 0.”1 NE of Io’s center. However, they

diverge after that with the unidentified emission projecting considerably brighter than

the SO2 emission approaching the NE limb. The SO2 is only mildly brighter in the NE

half, almost symmetrical with respect to the peak. Since the NE half represents the

Jupiter-approaching side of Io, the unidentified emission may thus be associated with

Io’s wake spot (Retherford et al. 2000) while SO2 may be more associated with the

active plumes.

4 Analysis

The greatly weakened solar EUV twilight illumination during early eclipse produces

negligible emission from photo-excitation and insufficient photoelectrons to generate

noticeable SO2 emission. The emission is therefore dominated by electron impact from

the Jovian plasma torus , simplifying analysis, though some residual photoelectrons

may still be present during early eclipse. Moreover, such analysis is facilitated by

available laboratory spectra generated by the electron impact excitation of SO2 and its

dissociation products at various electron energies (e.g. Ajello et al. (1992a,b; 2002).

4.1 Method

In order to simulate Io’s eclipse MUV spectrum from ∼2400 to 6000 Å that is generated
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via electron impact of the atmosphere, we use our Monte Carlo electron transport code

previously applied to simulating Io’s [O I] 6300 Å and [S II] 6716 Å aurora (Moore et

al., 2010a). Figure 6 shows a schematic of the overall simulation method. The code can

compute both the electron and excited neutral dynamics; the model explicitly ignores

photo-reactions since Io is in eclipse. The electron guided center motion is simulated

in pre-computed magnetic and electric fields (Combi et al., 1998). During each time

step, the representative electrons move along the magnetic field lines and drift due to

the electric field (see Section 2.2.2 in Moore et al., 2010a for further details). After

each move step, the electrons probabilistically collide with the local neutral gas; this

procedure is described in more detail below. Excited neutrals (e.g. [O I]) move and

collide in a static neutral background atmosphere and can de-excite through collisions

(quenching) or spontaneous emission. Neutral gas dynamics and chemistry are in-

cluded only in the sense that we utilize a prescribed, pre-computed atmospheric model

which included these effects. A pre-computed neutral atmosphere (SO2/O/SO/S/O2)

composed of a set of active volcanoes super-imposed onto a sublimation atmosphere is

used to compute the electron-neutral and excited neutral-neutral collisions. The SO2

Fig. 6: Schematic representation of the electron transport model. Io is shown
with SO2 density contours at the surface and in radial slices near each limb. The
plasma flows from right to left in the schematic and the dashed lines are the
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Table 3: Active volcanoes visible during observations

Plume Longitude Latitude Type

Kanehikili 38W 16S Day Prometheus

Masubi 55W 44S Day Prometheus

Tvashtara 125W 59N Night Pele

Pelea 256W 20S Night Pele

Dazhboga 302W 54N Day Pele

Acala 336W 11N Day Prometheus

Surta 338W 46N Day Pele

aActivity varies depending on simulation case.

distorted and compressed magnetic field lines upon which the electrons move.
Note that the electron transport code only computes the guided center motion
of the electrons (solid arrow on the upstream electron mirroring off the increased
magnetic field) since the Hall parameter is large (>10) and the gyration radius (<10
m) is small compared to relevant atmospheric scales (>1 km). If an MUV excitation
occurs then a photon is generated randomly from the appropriate spectra based
on the incident electron energy.

density at Io’s surface (and in radial slices off Io’s limb) used for the current simulations

can be seen in Fig. 6. The sublimation atmosphere neutral densities of Wong and

Smyth (2000) are adjusted to account approximately for both the effect of eclipse

and a lower (daytime) sub-solar temperature of 115K in our calculations which yields

a model sub-solar density in better agreement with the observations of Feaga et al.

(2009). The simulations super-impose two general types of plumes (each either day or

night) pre-computed using Zhang et al.’s (2003a,b, 2004) volcanic model: a Pele type

for plumes with a ring radius near ∼400 km and a Prometheus type for the smaller

plumes with a ring radius near ∼120 km. In order to determine which volcanic plumes

were active during the observations, we used Geissler et al.’s (2004) timeline of major

eruptions during the Galileo mission. The visible plumes included in the model, and

their type (day/night, Pele or Prometheus), are listed in Table 3. For more detail on

the model’s neutral atmosphere, see Section 2.1 in Moore et al. (2010a).
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Our electron transport code determines whether an electron-neutral collision occurs,

the neutral species with which the electron interacts, and the collision (interaction) type

all in a Monte Carlo fashion by comparing collision probabilities to (pseudo) random

numbers. In practice, only one random number is needed per electron per time step

to determine what type of collision, if any, occurs. In order to simulate the MUV

spectrum, cross section and spectral data provided by Ajello were used to determine

if an SO2 MUV excitation collision occurred and, if so, what wavelength photon was

spontaneously emitted. The energy dependent cross sections were obtained via curve-

fits to Ajello et al.’s (2002, Table 2) data at many incident electron energies (Moore et

al., 2010a Section 2.2.3).

Representative spectra at incident electron energies of 9, 11, 12, and 18 eV are

shown in Fig. 7; the model includes the measured lab spectra obtained at a resolution

of 6 Å (at electron energies of 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 26, 31, and 100 eV) by Ajello

and are similar to those shown in Ajello et al. (2002, Fig. 4). Like Ajello et al., our

model distinguishes between MUV 1 (SO2 + e− → SO(Ã3Π) + O(3P) + e−) and MUV

2 (SO2 + e− → SO2(Ã1A2, B̃
1B1, ã

3B1) + e−) excitations and therefore the Ajello et

al. spectrum data are divided into two regions: MUV 1 below 2670 Å and MUV 2

above (as shown in Fig. 7). However, note that Ajello et al.’s (2002) spectral data

only extends to 4400 Å (for these energies and this resolution) whereas the total MUV

2 emission spectrum extends to 6000 Å. In order for our spectral data to be consistent

with the cross section data which is computed using the total emission intensity, it was

necessary to extend the lab spectra to 6000 Å. This was accomplished by fitting an

exponential curve from 3900 Å to 4400 Å for each of the measured spectra, which was

then grafted at 4500 Å to extend the spectrum out to 6000 Å, as seen in Fig. 7b.

It should be noted that the area under the simulated emission spectrum (the inten-

sity per Angstrom) is determined by the number of excitation-emission events which

is in turn dependent on the MUV cross sections. This is important because we have

laboratory spectral data at relatively few incident electron energies so, for a general
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electron energy, we must interpolate between the available spectral data. While the

shape of the spectra may be distorted due to interpolation error, the overall emission

intensity in that spectral band should not be affected. Also, as the incident electron

energy increases, the shape of the MUV 1 spectra changes very little (though the area

increases dramatically; e.g., compare the 11 and 12 eV spectra in Fig. 7a) and the

shape of MUV 2 spectra changes relatively gradually (Fig. 7b). Therefore simple lin-

ear interpolation between the two laboratory spectra at energies bracketing the incident

electron energy is used to generate an approximate spectrum from which the emitted

photon’s wavelength is determined. In other words, for a simulation electron with

an energy, Ee, above 9 eV undergoing an MUV interaction, the resultant spectrum,

I(λ, Ee), is:

I(λ, Ee) = W ∗ I(λ, El) + (1 − W ) ∗ I(λ, Eu), W =
(Eu − Ee)
(Eu − El)

[1]

where I(λ, Eu) is the lab spectrum with the closest energy, Eu, above the energy of the

electron and I(λ, El) is the nearest lab spectrum with energy El lower than Ee. Since

the threshold for MUV 2 emission is 5.3 eV and the lowest incident electron energy we

have spectral data for is 9 eV, we assume that the MUV 2 emission spectrum does not

change significantly for incident electrons below 9 eV. Therefore, all electrons below
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Fig. 7: Representative measured spectra (Ajello et al., 2002) at several incident
electron energies for (a) MUV 1 and (b) MUV 2 spectra. In (a) one sees that even
below the threshold energy for MUV 1 excitation (10.43 eV) there is emission
because the SO2 quasicontinuum extends to ∼2500 Å for MUV 2 excitations. Note
that the intensity of the 9 eV spectrum below a wavelength of 2492 Å is set to
zero because the intensity at lower wavelengths oscillates about zero. Also shown
in (a) is the interpolated spectrum (Eq 1) for an MUV 1 excitation occurring due
to an 11.6 eV electron. In (b) the exponential curve fit used to extend the MUV
2 spectra to 6000 Å is shown as well as an outline of the acceptance/rejectance
algorithm for an MUV 2 excitation due to an 18 eV electron. Note that, for
computational efficiency, the MUV 1 and MUV 2 spectra have been scaled such
that the peak intensity for all electron energies is less than or equal to unity.

9 eV which cause an MUV 2 excitation use the 9 eV spectrum. Similarly, any electrons

above 100 eV use the 100 eV spectra (MUV 1 or MUV 2) to generate the emitted

photon. All electrons with energies between 9 eV and 100 eV use Eq(1) to generate

a spectrum from which the photon wavelength is drawn. For a given MUV excita-

tion event, the wavelength of the emitted photon is chosen via acceptance/rejectance

on the appropriate spectrum given the incident electron’s energy (Fig. 7b). Accep-

tance/rejectance of the photon wavelength for a given excitation event and electron

energy is accomplished by picking a random wavelength (within the spectral range for

that emission type) and a random number until the intensity of the normalized spec-

trum at the currently picked wavelength is greater than the current random number.
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If an electron-SO2 MUV interaction occurs, then it is assumed that the excited

molecular state always spontaneously decays immediately (no collisional de-excitation,

probability of emission for the mth excited particle, Pemit,m = 1) at the current position

of the electron-neutral interaction. This is a reasonable assumption since the Einstein-

A coefficients for MUV transitions are large (∼105 s−1) compared to the collisional

quenching rate (<102 s−1) and an excited molecule would travel less than ∼1 m during

the mean lifetime. If an electron-O(2p4 1S) excitation occurs (emission primarily at

2972 Å), then the probability that the mth excited O atom will emit rather than be

collisionally quenched is

Pemit,m = A/(νQ,tot + A), [2]

where the Einstein-A coefficient, A, is equal to 7.54×10−2 s−1 for emission from O(2p4

1S) and νQ,tot is the total quenching collision rate. The total quenching rate, νQ,tot, is

computed using the species densities and the gas temperature at the position of the

excited O atom with an assumed quenching probability of unity. Since the distance

a typical excited O would travel during the mean lifetime of the excited state (∼13

s) is small (∼1 km) compared to the atmospheric scale height (∼10 km) and to the

resolution element of the simulation’s output grid (∼60 km), the motion of the excited

oxygen is neglected and emission is counted as occurring at the excitation location.

Since each simulated electron (and hence each electron-neutral interaction) represents

a large number (∼1010) of real electrons, Eq(2) is used to scale the individual simulated

emission event (as opposed to allowing emission if a random number was less than

Pemit,m) in order to obtain better statistics.

The current model assumes that the atmosphere is optically thin in the MUV

spectrum since the SO2 photoabsorption cross section oscillates between 1×10−19 to

1×10−18 cm2 from 2500 Å and 6000 Å (Manatt et. al, 1993 and Ahmed et. al, 1992)

and the largest line-of-sight column densities are ∼1017 cm−2 resulting in a maximum

optical depth of less than 0.1. Similarly, S2 absorption through Pele (presumably a
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local source of S2) peaks at 30% at 2750 Å and is less than 10% below 2550 Å and

above 3000 Å (Spencer et al. 2000). Also, we assume that no other species has an

absorption cross section much larger than SO2 (>> 10−18 cm2) in this wavelength

range. Note that the following simulation results will lack any absorption features to

the extent that they are present.

4.2 Results

In order to reduce the simulation noise, each case presented here was run multiple

(10) times with different random number seeds and the resultant MUV spectra were

then ensemble averaged to give the plotted results. When comparing Io’s simulated

spectrum (computed with a resolution of 6 Å) to the observed spectrum, the simulated

spectrum was boxcar smoothed using a resolution element of 108 Å. For the smoothed

simulated spectrum, the Monte Carlo noise was less than 2% except near 2220 Å,

where there is virtually no emission. In each simulation, the thermal component of

the plasma torus was assumed to have an upstream density of 3600 cm−3(Frank et al.,

1996). Furthermore, the upstream electron temperature was allowed to vary between

3–10 eV; prior observations have constrained the torus electron temperature at Io’s

orbit to 4–6 eV (Sittler and Strobel, 1987; Schneider and Trauger, 1995). In addition,

a low density, low energy (∼35 eV) non-thermal component of torus electrons could

be very important to the MUV emission as opposed to the ∼keV component, which is

expected to not contribute much to the MUV emission intensity (Bhardwaj and Michael

1999). Oliversen et al. (2001) discussed this low energy non-thermal component and

its importance for [O I] 6300 Å emission; here we simulate cases with several different

densities (non-thermal/thermal densities from 0–7%) for the non-thermal component.

Note that the low-energy non-thermal density is roughly constrained to be less than

10% of the thermal density based on short timescale fluctuations where the electron

flux varies several percent but the energy flux varies by 30–50% (Oliversen et al.,

2001). Furthermore, the non-thermal component’s energy distribution was assumed

to be a Gaussian centered at a mean energy of 35 eV and with a standard deviation
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of 2.5 eV. Note that the simulated intensity is proportional to the upstream thermal

density since the excitation rate is proportional to the electron density and the current

model uses a precomputed static target atmosphere and fields (which in reality will

change with the electron density). The fields in the current model were simulated

using the same upstream electron density of 3600 cm−3 (Combi et al., 1998). The

simulated MUV emission spectrum is shown in Fig. 8 for several upstream thermal

electron temperatures assuming Pele and Surt are active and Tvashtar and Dazhbog

are inactive. In Fig. 8a the thermal and (1%) non-thermal emission spectra are shown

separately. Note that the spectrum for the non-thermal electrons shows relatively little

MUV2 emission, but shows significant MUV1 emission that is essentially equivalent to

the thermal 3 eV MUV1 intensity. Figure 8a implies that if there is no non-thermal

component of torus electrons, then the emission spectra is best fit by an upstream

temperature of ∼10 eV, greater than the otherwise observed ∼5 eV (Schneider and

Bagenal, 2006): In Fig. 8b the spectra are simulated assuming a 5% non-thermal

component. In this case the observed spectrum is best fit by a thermal temperature of

5–6 eV; 4 eV thermal electrons are generally too dim and 7 eV thermal electrons result

in too much SO emission near 2550 A (a smaller fraction of non-thermal electrons

would correct this though). The 5–6 eV simulations fit the average intensity from 3000

to 3200 Å relatively well and the slope of the emission intensity from 2700 to 3000 Å

surprisingly well. It is not clear if the fine-scale features from 2700 to 3000 Å are noise

or real (if real they are probably due to S2 absorption which is not included in the

present simulations). Similarly, the large emission feature at 3200 Å (∼20% decreased

intensity) might not be real and will be addressed in the discussion section.
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Fig. 8: The observed spectrum (and the 2-σ error spectra) from 2400 to 3500
Å (through the larger effective aperture) along with the simulated MUV emission
spectrum with Pele and Surt active. In (a) the simulated spectrum is shown for
various upstream thermal electron temperatures (3–10 eV) and for a 1% non-
thermal component with a mean energy of 35 eV. In (b) the simulated spectrum
is shown for a combination of upstream thermal electrons and a 5% non-thermal
component.

Our simulation fits are by eye to the entire spectrum at a given upstream thermal

temperature and non-thermal density. This means matching the SO emission peaking

at ∼2550 Å, the slope of the SO2 MUV 2 emission from 2700-3000 Å, and the mean

of the local oscillation from 3050-3300 Å, as if SO2 were the only signicant source

of emission (and absorption). Additionally, while a more rigorous fitting (e.g. least

squares) could have been performed, it would add little given the levels of uncertainty

in the non-thermal component and the Pele-type plume activity.

Figure 9 shows the ratio of the peak MUV 2 to peak MUV 1 emission intensity

for various upstream thermal electron temperatures and constant non-thermal com-

ponents. The peak MUV 1 wavelength is taken to be 2550 Å and the peak MUV 2

wavelength is taken to be 3150 Å (this is roughly the location of the lab spectrum’s

MUV 2 peak and is outside of the observed intensity dip at ∼3200 Å). The reason to

examine the ratio of the peak intensities and not just the absolute intensities is because

the upstream thermal electron density is also variable; comparing the intensity ratio al-

lows us to eliminate the first order effect of the thermal electron density. It is probable
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that the density effects one emission peak more than the other (e.g. increased thermal

electron density will likely lead to increased SO relative to SO2 in Io’s atmosphere

and hence more direct SO excitation), but to first order the thermal electron density

increases both peaks’ excitation rate linearly.

As shown by the dashed line in Fig. 9, the observed ratio is 2.8 (+0.7,−0.4) with

most of the uncertainty arising from the variance in the MUV 2 peak intensity. Given

the amount of non-thermal electrons, one can constrain the electron temperature from

Fig. 9. Unfortunately the large uncertainty in the observed ratio and the fraction of

non-thermal electrons limits the constraint on the upstream electron temperature. In
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Fig. 9: Ratio of the peak MUV 2 (3150 Å) to peak MUV 1 (2550 Å) emission
intensity for various upstream thermal electron temperatures and non-thermal
components. Symbols are the simulated ratios (assuming a constant non-thermal
component with mean energy of 35 eV) and the observation and its noise con-
straints are given by dashed and dotted horizontal lines, respectively.

order to reproduce the peak intensity ratio between the two emission peaks without any

non-thermal electrons, the upstream electron temperature needs to be ∼10 eV. At lower

thermal temperatures there is insufficient flux of the high energy electrons necessary

for MUV 1 emission relative to the flux of the lower energy electrons that excite MUV 2

emission. On the other hand, if there is a 5% non-thermal component then all upstream
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thermal electron temperatures fall within the uncertainty limits for the peak intensity

ratio, with the 7 eV thermal electron simulation case matching the observed ratio.

The peak intensity ratio curves decrease and flatten as the non-thermal component

increases because at the 5% level, the non-thermal emission is comparable to the low

temperature (3 eV) thermal emission (due to lower energy flux at the energies required

for MUV 1 and MUV 2 excitation) and the MUV 2/MUV 1 emission ratio for a 35 eV

non-thermal component is ∼2.1 (see Fig. 8). While obviously not a unique solution

given the uncertainties, a good fit for the upstream electron temperature accounting

for the peak intensity ratios and the absolute intensities is a thermal temperature of

5–6 eV and a non-thermal density that is 2–7% of the thermal density.
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Fig. 10: Sensitivity of the simulated spectrum on Pele-type plume activity
(Prometheus-type plume activity held constant) for an upstream electron temper-
ature of 5 eV and a 5% non-thermal component. The plume activity is varied
for several cases: Case 1 (Dazhbog, Pele, Surt, and Tvashter), Case 2 (Pele and
Surt), Case 3 (Dazhbog and Tvashtar), and Case 4 (None active). Note that the
intensity is insensitive to which plumes are active, but sensitive to the number of
active Pele-type plumes.

While there is uncertainty in the non-thermal component, there is also uncertainty

in which Pele-type plumes were active at the time of the observation. Assuming that the

upstream temperature is 5 eV and the non-thermal density is 5% of the thermal density
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based on the results in Figs. 8 and 9, the sensitivity of the simulated spectrum to Pele-

type plume activity, several cases were run for each of the various combinations of active

Pele-type plumes. Figure 10 shows the cases with all the Pele-type plumes active, just

Pele and Surt active, just Tvashtar and Dazhbog active, and all giant Pele-type plumes

inactive. While the MUV 2 emission intensity is moderately sensitive to the number of

Pele-type plumes that are active, it does not depend strongly on which specific Pele-

type plumes are active. This is because, for this viewing geometry, the canopies of the

Pele-type plumes are all still visible and most of the added emission due to the Pele-type

plumes originates from the canopy region (see line of sight electron energy deposition in

Moore et al., 2010a; Fig. 16). Furthermore, the MUV 1 emission intensity was found to

be insensitive to even the number of Pele-type plumes, presumably because the electron

energy rapidly degrades below the threshold energy required for the MUV 1 excitation.

Finally, variation of the smaller, Prometheus-type plumes causes similar, yet smaller

changes in the emission spectrum. Unfortunately this means that the specific plume

activity cannot be well constrained through examination of the disk-averaged MUV

emission spectrum.

5 Discussion

Comparison of the merged CCD or MAMA spectra extracted through the two effective

apertures having different sizes in the NE-SW spatial dimension provides an indication

of how Io’s emission is distributed beyond the disk. The results may not be represen-

tative of this direction owing to the rectangular shape of these apertures; however, the

intensity is brightest nearest Io, reducing the dependence on aperture geometry. Since

the intensity is referenced to Io’s solid angle, the difference between these spectra is a

measure of the photon flux from the additional rows summed. The difference spectrum

is more reliable for the MAMA observations because the zero level for each aperture

was set close to the floor at 2200Å, while the accuracy of the CCD extraction relies

entirely on the success of the sky subtraction.
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For both eclipse exposures combined, Io’s spectrum shows distinctly brighter emis-

sion from SO (lower Fig. 2b ), SO2 (upper Fig. 5), and S I (lower Fig. 2b) through

the larger effective aperture. The excess is up to 1–2 R/Å for the MAMA spectra (i.e.

about 21% for S I and 11–14% at longer wavelengths vs. the 32% aperture difference).

For the brighter CCD spectra, the excess is 3–7 R/Å (or 10–13% vs. the 50% aperture

difference). This result indicates that SO2, SO and S I emission all extend beyond

the diameter of Io’s disk, consistent with plasma torus electron bombardment and the

dissociative excitation of Io’s SO2 atmosphere. The percentage increase is greatest for

S I, suggesting that it is the most extended, which would be consistent with its hav-

ing the largest scale height due to its lowest nuclear weight, and with previous HST

observations of S I. The unidentified emission also appears to be well extended, by

this metric. However, any gradient of S I, SO, and SO2 emission across Io’s disk is

not clearly discernible from the MAMA spectra because of the fairly good agreement

between the halves for especially the SO and SO2 emission (after offsetting the spectra

to zero out the dip at 2200 Å). The quality of the agreement is good enough (Fig.

2a, upper Fig. 2b) that there cannot be a pronounced NE-SW asymmetry in their

emission, which is qualitatively consistent with the limited asymmetry found for the

SO2 profile in lower Fig. 5). On the other hand, lower Fig. 5 and upper Fig. 1b both

imply a pronounced asymmetry in the NE-SW direction for the unidentified emission,

brighter than the SO2 on the NE side, which might indicate an association with the

wake emission.

Io’s high magnetic latitude during the CCD observations (+9◦ to +8◦; Table 1)

implies brighter emission along the southern limb and a displacement of Io’s wake

to a southern latitude. With an active Pele, this configuration would favor brighter

emission in Io’s SW half. However, emission from the wake and Tvashtar would favor

the observed brighter NE half since Tvashtar lies at high latitude and was at +142◦

longitude relative to Io’s sub-Earth point at the time of the CCD eclipse observations.

An active Tvashtar plume would have been peaking over the NE limb, with visibility
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improving throughout eclipse. So Tvashtar may have been active instead of Pele at the

time of these observations (Moore et al. 2010b) and been a significant source of the

unidentified emitter while contributing comparatively less to the overall SO2 emission

due to the presence of the sublimation atmosphere

One might question whether Io’s observed spectrum might simply be explained by a

solar component having highly magnified, originally weak, absorption features arising

from the nearly tangential path of sunlight refracted through Jupiter’s atmosphere.

We are confident a solar component is not included in the extracted spectra for several

reasons: The brightening of Io in Jupiter’s shadow approaching umbral egress suggests

that sunlight refracted into Jupiter shadow significantly illuminates Io only within 13

min of the penumbra (Geissler et al. 2004). Since the first CCD exposure did not begin

until 13 min into the umbra, there should be negligible solar contribution to the CCD

spectra. This time interval depends somewhat on Jupiter’s subsolar latitude, which

causes Io’s path to lie along an umbral chord. However, Jupiter’s tilt at the time of the

Geissler et al. (2004) eclipse B and C observations was 3.31◦, close to the 3.26◦ tilt for

the HST observations reported here, so the 13 min limit should apply. Formisano et al.

(2003) discussed Io’s methane continuum spectrum in eclipse, arising from sunlight re-

fracted tangentially through Jupiter’s atmosphere into shadow. Their results, however,

indicate that such magnification is not possible at visual wavelengths, at least without

great extinction of the solar continuum at Io. Of the 4 strong absorption-like features

shown in upper Fig. 5, only the middle two (4870 & 5120 Å) lie close to strong CH4

band wavelengths at 4850 and 5100 Å, reported in the spectra of Uranus and Neptune

by Karkoschka (1998; Fig. 1). However, their relative strength differs greatly and there

is no trace of Io’s 4250 Å feature in his spectra.

Additonally, the rising slope of Io’s CCD spectrum above 4000 Å is unlikely to be

of solar origin. This is because Galileo and Cassini images taken during Io eclipse show

emission in this wavelength range that has brightness comparable to our integrated

spectra: Galileo found that Io’s eclipsed dayside (Jupiter facing) emission intensity
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(observed over 350W-70W) through the GRN filter (5100–6050 Å) was 40% that of

its nightside (anti-jovian) emission intensity (observed during eclipse over 70W-160W);

i.e., 8.0 vs. 20 kR, respectively (Geissler et al. 1999). If the emission were uniform over

this bandpass, these would correspond to 8.4 and 21 R/Å. The eclipsed dayside value of

8.4 R/Å is dimmer than the value of ∼30 R/Å observed in our CCD spectrum, but the

GRN filter extends beyond our 5700 Å limit. For Io’s nightside, Cassini found 102±8

kR through the BL1 filter (3900–5000 Å) (Geissler et al. 2004). This corresponds to a

mean of 93 R/Å. Multiplying by Galileo’s 40% ratio (assuming it still applies during

the Cassini time frame), we estimate the eclipsed dayside to be 37 R/Å. Our value

then lies between the two spacecraft values, making it plausible. Finally, differential

refraction of sunlight by Jupiter’s atmosphere would cause the half of Io deeper into

early eclipse to be illuminated by more dispersed, and therefore dimmer, sunlight.

However, the spectrum above 4500 Å on Io’s NE side, which is closer to Jupiter and

so deeper into eclipse, is brighter, not dimmer (Fig. 1b). This is further evidence that

solar illumination is not significant. We conclude that the unidentified band between

4100–5700 Å is practically entirely Iogenic emission.

Cassini/ISS camera observations through the clear filter (0.24 - 1.1 μm) indicate

that Io’s disk-averaged spectrum dropped by a factor of 2 during the first 18 min of

umbral eclipse and then changed very gradually, presumably due to the changing aspect

of volcanic plumes and surface emission (Geissler et al. 2004). As mentioned above,

these observations indicated that illumination of Io by sunlight refracted or scattered

into Jupiter’s shadow was negligible after 13 min into eclipse, so the CCD spectra do not

have a solar component. However, the first MAMA exposure began only 1 min after

umbral ingress (Table 1), while still illuminated by refracted sunlight. Nonetheless,

owing to Io’s low MUV 1 albedo and the falloff the solar flux with wavelength, Io’s

diffusely reflected solar spectrum during umbral eclipse from all sources was negligible

relative to Io’s emission at wavelengths below 3100 Å, and was at most very weak up

to 4000 Å. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by Io’s dashed daytime continuum spectrum
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that has been normalized to fit Io’s observed eclipse spectrum at 5700 Å. Even if

the observed intensity at 5700 Å were entirely sunlight diffusely reflected by Io after

refraction in Jupiter’s atmosphere, the spectrum observed below 4000 Å must primarily

be Iogenic emission and the MAMA spectrum reveals no solar continuum component.

Note that the effect of extinction and refraction of sunlight in Jupiter’s atmosphere

only steepens this slope relative to Io’s emission spectrum, further reducing Io’s solar

contribution at MUV wavelengths.

Finally, the direct enhancement of Io’s emission at any wavelength by refracted

sunlight via photoelectron generation and impact is unlikely since Rayleigh scattering

and absorption in Jupiter’s atmosphere would have greatly attenuated the NUV-FUV

ionizing wavelengths incident on Io. Nevertheless, the eclipse-resolved MAMA spectra,

which are adjusted to fit the combined CCD spectrum over 3000–3100 Å, appear weaker

later in eclipse below 2900 Å (Fig. 2a), which includes the SO feature at 2550 Å and

the S I multiplets. Noise may contribute to the difference between these spectra, but

the agreement between the two halves for each eclipse phase suggests that the temporal

change is real.

The emission from SO2 and its dissociative products is brighter in daylight owing

to direct photon excitation and the impact of photoelectrons generated by solar EUV

radiation. After eclipse ingress, the solar contribution, including fluorescence, relaxes

as residual photoelectrons are lost to the sweeping magnetic field or become spent

energetically so that they can no longer excite; and as emitting species recombine. For

conservative estimates of the plasma flow speed around Io (e.g. Saur et al. 2002),

most residual photoelectrons are convected past Io by the Jovian magnetic field in less

than 10 min. Moreover, the collision time scale for energy-losing electron collisions is

shorter than 10 min, especially deep in the atmosphere where the electrons convect

most slowly past Io. Here, the collision time scale is of O(0.1 s). Therefore, while some

photoelectrons may remain after 10 min, they will very probably not be energetic

enough to explain the falloff off the eclipse light curve observed by Cassini continuing
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beyond 10 min. The emission is then maintained at a lower rate by the torus electrons.

Potential MUV 1 intensity loss mechanisms are plasma impact dissociation of SO and

SO2, recombination of SO+O, photoelectron loss, and partial atmospheric freezeout.

However, the plasma dissociation lifetimes of SO, SO2, and O2 are comparable to

the ∼2 hr duration of the eclipse (Moore et al. 2009), typically much shorter than

the SO+O recombination time, which is far too slow to explain any weakening in the

MUV 1 emission. The photo-dissociated component of these species will persist well

into eclipse if not condensable. The concentration of photo-dissociated condensables

like S and O will become less as the eclipse progresses since they will diffuse slowly

to the surface and become lost. Plasma dissociation might decrease the excess solar-

generated SO column by ∼20% over the first 30 min of eclipse; during which time the

total SO2 column could drop by an order of magnitude due to condensation onto the

surface, if SO is condensable (Case 2, Fig. 8, Moore et al. 2009) as expected based on

analysis by Baklouti (2008). It is thus reasonable to neglect both recombination and

the plasma dissociation contributions to the weakening of the MAMA spectrum.

Therefore, since Io’s illumination by sunlight refracted into shadow by Jupiter’s at-

mosphere was very weak at the MAMA wavelengths, the drop in the emission intensity

between these exposures indicates partial atmospheric collapse and the loss of energetic

photoelectrons capable of exciting the MUV 1 emission. The continuing falloff of the

eclipse light curve observed by Cassini between 13 min and the floor at 18 min (Geissler

et al. 2004) is evidence that the falloff after ∼10 min is driven primarily by the progres-

sive freezing out of Io’s atmosphere rather than by the attenuation of photoelectrons.

The combined spectrum, Fig. 2b, thus likely represents a less than asymptotically

collapsed sublimation atmosphere. In order to know which effect dominates early in

eclipse, a more complete model that accounts for the time varying atmosphere and

electron energy distribution would be needed. After the first 10 min or so, the plasma

dissociation contribution is likely negligible.

Comparison of the two eclipse-resolved CCD spectra (Fig, 1b lower) around the
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SO2 emission peak near 3150 Å provides no obvious indication of ongoing atmospheric

collapse. This is largely because the CCD observations did not begin until 13 min

into the umbra (3.7 Io diameters), just as the illumination by sunlight refracted in

Jupiter’s atmosphere became negligible. Hence, neither sunlight refracted by Jupiter

nor photoelectrons affected the CCD spectra. Atmospheric collapse would have been

the dominant emission loss process for these observations.

According to the Cassini clear-filter eclipse light curve, at the start of the first

CCD exposure, the disk intensity had dropped by 73% of its range, which is limited

by emission from the volcanic plumes (Geissler et al. 2004) or by non-condensables

preventing further rapid collapse (Moore et al. 2009). The intensity and atmospheric

column should have dropped the remaining 27% during the first ∼3 min of the 12

min exposure as Io penetrated 5.1 Io diameters into the umbra, where the eclipse

curve levels off. However, change in the emission intensity from atmospheric collapse

would be less apparent in the MUV 2 spectrum than for the MUV 1 spectrum because

Io’s S2 emission practically superposes the MUV 2 spectrum, and it arises almost

entirely from volcanic plumes, which are unaffected by eclipse (Geissler et al. 2004,

Moore et al. 2010b). Since the second CCD exposure was taken during the flattened

section of Io’s eclipse curve, little additional freezeout should have occurred during it.

Given the constant S2 emission, the near agreement between the two spectra would

be consistent with limited atmospheric collapse occurring during the first exposure,

perhaps indicative of the final 27% drop in light occurring during its first quarter.

The SO2 MUV 2 electron impact spectrum peaks near 3150 Å and drops 50% by

3570 Å (Fig. 5 upper; Ajello et al. 2002) where the reflected solar continuum is still

weak (Fig. 4). An emission source on Io is needed from ∼3300 to 5700 Å to fill the

void left between Io’s observed eclipse spectrum and the declining SO2 emission tail.

This was recognized by Geissler et al. (2004) on the basis of narrow-band Cassini

ISS images of Io in eclispse, which indicated that there must be an additional source

of emission in Io’s visual spectrum because fitting the modeled SO2 spectrum to the
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observed intensity resulted in an emission shortfall there. They suggested that this

source is S2, which has been detected in Pele type plumes (Spencer et al. 2000).

However, laboratory spectra of S2 in this wavelength range have been lacking and this

suggestion could not be tested. The unidentified emission band reported here accounts

for the emission between 4100 Å and the end of the spectrum at 5700 Å; however, that

still leaves a deficit between the observed and simulated spectra between ∼3300 Å and

4100 Å. While this might be filled by S2 emission. an alternative explanation for the

deficit may be that the unidentified species is responsible for all the excess emission

observed above ∼3300 Å.

Io’s broad emission peak centered at 3150 Å does exhibit structure that appears to

be statistically significant. A dip is apparent at 3200 Å bounded by two local peaks

at 3050 Å and 3350 Å(Figs. 4 & 8 for the smaller and larger extracted apertures,

respectively). Simulations done by Moore et al. (2010b) using theoretical S2 electron

impact spectra do not show a peak at 3350 Å. However, the S2 electron impact emission

spectrum, and to a lesser extent, the excitation cross sections are uncertain; laboratory

electron impact spectra are needed for S2 at relevant electron energies from ∼3300 Å to

∼4100 Å to resolve this issue definitively. Gaseous S2 absorption in plumes (Spencer

et al. 2000; Jessup et al. 2007) should be negligible at the 3200 Å dip and SO2

self-absorption might absorb up to 5%, not enough to explain the dip.

Having established the reality of Io’s emission in the CCD spectrum above 4100

Å, as opposed to the spectrum being noise or diffusely reflected sunlight transmitted

by Jupiter, we now rule out the lowermost spectrum in Fig. 4 that shows the result

of subtracting 0.7% more sky than the nominal amount. This is justified because this

spectrum would result in excessive negative emission (at resolution element 31 Å) than

allowed by the propagated error. In addition, the uppermost spectrum of this Figure

is unlikely primarily because it is inconsistent with the low eclipse intensity measured

in the Galileo GRN image discussed above.

The regularity of the features in Fig. 1e suggests a molecular band spectrum and
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the spacing suggests a vibronic band, having both vibrational and electronic excitation.

In vibronic bands the vibrational selection rule Δv=1 no longer holds. The transition

sequence number “s” in Fig. 1e is related to the vibrational quantum number “v”

through a discrete linear transformation: v = ± s + integer. The continuity in line

spacing, if not in intensity, across s=13 suggests a single progression where the intensity

varies widely according to the overlap between successive initial or final vibrational

wave functions of the different electronic states. The linearity suggests a deep well

for the intra-molecular potential with little centrifugal stretching. The linearity and

spectral region also is characteristic of bending modes of vibration, which would require

at least 3 atoms in the source molecule. SO2 and S2O are therefore potential candidates.

The only candidate molecules listed in the GEISA and HITRAN databases with lines in

this spectral range are OH and H2O. The OH lines are listed only below 19,020 cm−1

while 6 prominent H2O bands span this spectral interval below 23,000 cm−1. Since

both disagree with the unidentified spectrum, OH and H2O can be ruled out. Other

potential candidate gases might include the positive or negative ions of S, O, SO, S2,

O2, and SO2. The first negative band structure of O+
2 lies in the observed range, and

is supported by our plasma simulations, but appears to be ruled out because it does

not agree with the laboratory spectrum shown in Pearce and Gaydon (1976).

Our results show that SO2 MUV 1 and MUV 2 excitation are, at least, important

sources of emission from 2400 Å to 3400 Å. Additional emitting species would reduce

SO2’s overall importance to the emission intensity in this region as compared to the

simulations presented here. Any additional emitter would tend to increase the simu-

lated intensity because the electron energy flux is currently not completely absorbed as

the flux tube crosses Io; however, with the addition of a sufficiently strong emitter that

limit may be reached. Another emitting species might explain some of the discrepan-

cies between our simulated spectrum and the observations, e.g. the peaks located at

3150 Å and 3350 Å. SO2 is the dominant gas in Io’s atmosphere and plumes, so a minor

or trace species would have to have a much larger excitation cross section than SO2 in
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order to make a significant (>10%) impact on the emission intensity. Prior simulations

that include S2 and use a theoretical excitation cross section ∼30 times larger than the

SO2 MUV 2 excitation cross section found that the simulated intensity near 3100 Å

increased by only ∼40% (Moore et al., 2010b). Finally, if only S2 or another species

that emits above 3000 Å were added, the ratio of the peak intensities shown in Fig.

9 would change, likely leading to a different best-fit upstream non-thermal electron

density or even a different upstream thermal temperature.

6 Conclusions

Emission has been detected during eclipse in the SO2 MUV 2 wavelength range with

a peak near 3150 Å (of 26 ±2 R/Å and 29 ±2 R/Å for the smaller and larger effective

apertures, respectively) along with local emission features due to neutral SO2 daughter

species, SO (2550 Å) and S I (1800 & 1900 Å). Simulation of the SO2 and SO emission

assuming only a contribution from SO2 excitation and dissociative excitation was able

to reasonably match the observed intensity spectrum given the uncertainties, suggest-

ing that dissociative excitation of SO2 is a significant source of emission by the SO2

daughter species. Our investigation has led to the following conclusions:

1. The diffusely reflected solar spectrum is expected to be completely negligible

in the MAMA eclipse spectra relative to Io’s emission owing to extinction of NUV

sunlight by Jupiter’s atmosphere and Io’s low NUV albedo below 4000 Å. Thus, the

MAMA spectra are entirely iogenic emission.

2. The diffusely reflected solar spectrum is not detectable in the CCD spectra

because of the late start of the CCD eclipse exposures, after illumination by refracted

sunlight became negligible (Geissler et al. 2004). Thus, the CCD spectra are also

entirely iogenic emission.

3. Weakening S I, SO, and SO2 emission intensity between the eclipse-resolved

MAMA spectra (Fig. 2a) indicate ongoing atmospheric collapse due to freezeout and
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the decay of residual photoelectrons during the first exposure. This is consistent with

the early umbral eclipse phase observed for this exposure when the atmosphere should

have not fully collapsed. Due to the extinction of FUV-EUV sunlight in Jupiter’s

atmosphere, refracted sunlight is unlikely to have excited noticeable emission from Io

at any wavelength during umbral eclipse via photoelectron impact.

4. The SO2 emission for the CCD eclipse observations shows no clear evidence

of ongoing atmospheric collapse due to freezeout. This is consistent with the Cassini

observations of Io’s eclipse light curve (Geissler et al. 2004), which indicate that these

observations should have mostly been on the flat plateau of the eclipse light curve.

5. An emission source is needed from ∼3300 to 5700 Å on Io to fill in the void left

by the declining SO2 emission tail to explain Io’s observed spectrum. Because there

can be no solar contribution to the CCD spectra, we conclude that the unidentified

band found between 4100–5700 Å is iogenic emission, indicating the presence of another

atmospheric gas species, or a newly observed mode of excitation.

6. Io’s SO2 emission was distributed nearly symmetrically across Io’s disk along the

NE-SW direction, suggesting a nearly symmetric background atmosphere irrespective

of localized volcanic plume activity. In contrast, the unidentified emission was distrib-

uted asymmetrically across Io’s disk along this direction, being brighter on the NE side

and limb, and so may be associated with the wake spot emission or with greater NE

volcanic efflux of the unidentified species.

7. The regularity of the features in the spectrum from 4100–5700 Å and the average

line spacing of 404.5 cm−1 excludes a rotational progression and indicates a vibronic

molecular band, having both vibrational and electronic excitation. The linearity of the

line spacing and the wavelength regime indicates little centrifugal stretching, which sug-

gests a deep intra-molecular potential well, and suggests excitation of a bending mode

of vibration that would indicate a tri-atomic molecule. OH and H2O are specifically

excluded because their database wavelengths do not match the observed spectrum.

Potential candidate gases include the positive or negative ions of S, O, SO, S2, O2, SO2
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and S2O; however, O+
2 appears to be excluded.

The following conclusions relate to the simulation of these spectra:

8. The MUV 2 emission intensity does not depend strongly on which of the Pele-

type plumes are active because the canopies of the Pele-type plumes are all visible for

the observation geometry.

9. The MUV 1 emission intensity was found to be insensitive to even the number

of Pele-type plumes, presumably because the electron energy rapidly degrades below

the threshold energy required for the MUV 1 excitation. Unfortunately this means

that the specific plume activity cannot be well constrained through examination of the

disk-averaged MUV emission spectrum.

10. Unfortunately the large uncertainty in the observed intensity ratio between

MUV 1 and MUV 2 peaks and the fraction of non-thermal electrons limits the con-

straint on the upstream electron temperature. Without any non-thermal electrons, the

best fit upstream electron temperature is 10 eV; however, prior observations of Io’s

plasma torus have found an upstream thermal electron temperature of 4-6 eV near Io’s

orbit (Sittler and Strobel, 1987; Schneider and Trauger, 1995; Schneider and Bagenal,

2006). The best fit upstream electron temperature accounting for the peak intensity ra-

tios and the absolute intensities is a thermal temperature of 5–6 eV and a non-thermal

density that is 2–7% of the thermal density, which is within the limits suggested by

Oliverson et al., 2001. For a 5% non-thermal component, a 5 eV thermal component

produces good agreement with the observation from 2400 to 3100 Å.

Electron impact laboratory spectra are needed at relevant electron energies for S2

from ∼3300 Å to ∼4100 Å for an attempt to rectify the discrepancy between the

observed and simulated spectrum over this range. Such spectra may also be useful

for investigating the structure observed near the broad emission peak of SO2 in Io’s

eclipse spectra if extended down to 3000 Å. The FUV laboratory study of the impact

spectrum of SO2 by Palle et al. (2004) is limited to lines below 1700 Å and the

finely energy-stepped data of Ajello et al. (2004) is limited to above 2400 Å. Further
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laboratory electron impact spectra between 1700–2400 Å would be useful for analysis

of the identified (and possibly other) excited sulfur lines, which are only approximately

described by existing data. Finally, laboratory investigations are also needed to help

identify Io’s unknown emission between 4100–5700 Å.

A more detailed analysis of the spatial variation of the emission over Io’s disk in

terms of plasma transport and volcanic activity will be presented in a forthcoming

paper.
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Appendix

Effective Apertures: Comparing spectra on opposite halves of Io provides a

validation of features in Io’s spectrum in the presence of noise. Moreover, differencing

the extracted spectra for two effective apertures provides an estimate of Io’s extended

emission. The 1201x1201 reduced spectral images of the 1024x1024 CCD and MAMA

detector arrays both used the same 2.”035 x 2.”012 aperture, which was sampled by

0.”051 and 0.”025 pixels, respectively. We number the rows of the reduced spectrum

spanning the aperture beginning with row 0 near the bottom (NE end), which corre-

sponds to data row 583 and 556 for the respective detectors. Of the approximately

40 CCD rows spanning the aperture, we used the 37 least vignetted rows. Acquisition

images showed that Io appeared to be almost centered in the aperture, displaced a

few rows towards the NE. Seven rows were averaged on each side of Io (0.”35 wide)

to extract the sky background (the shaded CCD areas in Fig. A1). To extract Io’s

spectrum, the sky was interpolated linearly between the approximate mid points of the

shaded strips, using the strip averages. The extent of the STIS aperture in the spatial

dimension used to extract spectra of Io’s disk halves and of Io’s disk plus extended

emission is also shown in Fig. A1. The extraction aperture for comparing Io’s half-

disk spectra was the 22 rows centered on Io, yielding an effective aperture of 2.”03 x

1.”12 vs Io’s diameter of 21 pixels (1.”08). The extraction aperture for Io’s extended

whole-disk CCD spectrum was the encompassing 31 rows shown in the Figure, which

resulted in an effective aperture of 2.”03 x 1.”58. This is 41% larger than the extraction

aperture for comparing the Io halves.

For the MAMA detector, the STIS aperture spanned almost 82 spectral rows; i.e.,

image rows 556 - 637. Summing the spectral columns of the MAMA spectral image

indicated that Io was off center by several rows towards the NE (Fig. A1). The sky

average thus included three vignetted rows at the lower edge to improve the S/N of

the reference sky background spectrum on this side of Io. Aperture rows 2–16 (image

rows 558–572) were averaged after discarding two excessively noisy image rows, 564
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and 565, which exaggerated a non-physical, negative dip at 2200 Å). The average

was corrected for vignetting by normalizing it to the average of 11 nearby overlapping

unvignetted rows. On the SW side of Io, 10 unvignetted rows, 626 to 635, were averaged

to form the reference sky spectrum there. The full extraction area was taken to be 61

intervening unvignetted rows, 10 to 70 (image rows 566 to 626), that form an effective

aperture of 2.”03 x 1.”51. Overlap of the sky spectrum with Io’s extended spectrum

is neglected in the sky averages. The effect is to underestimate the more extended

emission. For summing over Io halves, the effective aperture extended over 46 rows

(14–59), corresponding to an area 2.”03 x 1.”14 vs Io’s diameter of 45 pixels (1.”12).

The full extraction aperture was 32% bigger than for the extracted halves, all in the

spatial dimension.
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Fig. A1: Aperture layout for the CCD and MAMA detectors. The circle rep-
resents Io’s disk. The dispersion axis is horizontal and the spatial axis is vertical
(NE down; SW up). The ordinate is the detector row number. The extent of the
apertures in the spatial dimension used to extract Io’s disk halves and to extract
Io’s disk plus extended emission is indicated. The rows used to extract the average
sky background on each side of Io are shaded, and bounded by dotted lines. To
extract Io’s spectrum, the sky was interpolated linearly between the approximate
mid points of the shaded strips (indicated by the dotted lines), using the strip
averages.

Whole vs. half disk extractions: For the case of Io’s “half-disk” extractions,

we estimated which detector row passed through Io’s center by first building up the

S/N ratio by collapsing the spectral image in the dispersion dimension via summing
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pixels along rows. The spectral range summed was limited in order to avoid noisy

data at the ends. Experimentation with several wavelength ranges indicated negligible

effect on the selected central row. Then we summed the pixels in a fixed number of

adjacent rows of the detector corresponding to Io’s apparent diameter (1.”1). Twenty

two rows of Io were extracted for the CCD and 46 rows for the MAMA detector. This

process was repeated after shifting the window spatially by one row at a time until

the window had scanned Io. The window tallying the greatest count was selected as

the one centered on Io; and its central row was adopted as the bisector of Io’s disk.

The respective extracted central rows were row 18.5 and row 36.5. We note that these

rows are canted clockwise with respect to the Jupiter-Io direction by 46◦and 28◦for

observations obtained with the CCD and MAMA detectors, respectively. Because this

method is sensitive to the position of Io’s limbs, it is less apt to peak on Io’s centroid

than on Io’s center. However, it still may miss the precise center depending on how

the emission is distributed, particularly beyond the limb. Nonetheless, such error is

acceptable for verifying the reality of Io’s spectral features because it still permits a

close comparison of the “halves”, as shown in the Figures.

a) The independent half-disk spectral extractions: The primary purpose

of extracting and comparing independent half-disk spectra was to determine which

features seen in the whole-disk spectrum are real. Independently extracted half-disk

spectra were obtained by first separately summing the rows of the corresponding effec-

tive aperture on either side of Io’s mid point and subtracting only the corresponding

sky strip on the same side of Io. Because of the gradient in Jupiter’s scattered light

across the aperture, each sky strip had to be oppositely scaled by a few percent before

subtraction to yield approximately balanced but still independent extracted halves.

Balancing was achieved by making small opposing adjustments in the normalization of

the sky strips to maximize agreement between the extracted halves without apprecia-

bly affecting the extracted sum. This permitted close comparison of Io’s halves to help

validate spectral features. However, balancing forces symmetry on the halves which
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would not be appropriate if there is an emission intensity gradient across Io’s disk.

The extracted zero level is thus not well constrained and may be artificial. Moreover,

using only half the available sky background, the independent half-disk extractions are

noisier than if all the sky spectra were utilized. They were therefore performed only to

establish the reality of features in the CCD spectra.

b) The dependent half-disk spectral extractions: Having established which

CCD features are real, the S/N ratio was improved by extracting dependent half-disk

spectra for which the subtracted sky background spectrum, observed on both sides

of Io, was linearly interpolated spatially at each row across Io’s disk and extended

emission. This is similar to the whole disk extractions in which all the rows of the

larger effective aperture were extracted using a linearly interpolated sky spectrum.

Besides correcting the vignetting, the scaling of the sky strips for this case was

adjusted to better cancel the sky in Io’s extracted spectrum while avoiding excessive

lopsidedness of the extracted spatial emission profile. These scale factors were also

adopted for the whole-disk dependent CCD extractions. Balancing was done only in

cases where the emission gradient across Io’s disk was not of interest: The separate

eclipse-combined CCD halves required adjustment to the sky strips less than ±0.9%

on either side of Io and the eclipse-combined MAMA halves required ±1.8%. Since

the eclipse-combined whole-disk spectrum is unaffected by such balancing, balancing

was omitted for all ab initio whole-disk extractions. Finally, the extracted 1-D spectra

were all smoothed to improve the S/N ratio.

The whole-disk extractions of the MAMA spectra were handled as for the direct

and alternative whole-disk CCD cases above. However, performing independent half-

Io extractions, as done for the CCD observations, gave significantly worse agreement

for the MAMA data due to the greater noise. So all the half-disk MAMA spectra

were extracted dependently by linearly interpolating the sky spectrum between the

sky strips at the approximate centroid points of each Io half-disk. This resulted in

two linearly dependent sky spectra that were weighted averages of the sky strips with
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weights 0.375 and 0.625 (and vice versa for the other half), which are proportional to

the fractional distance of these two symmetric points on Io’s disk from the opposite

sky strip centerline. Subtracting each interpolated sky strip from its corresponding

extracted 1-D half-Io plus sky spectrum yielded the extracted Io-half spectrum. The

rescaling of the sky strips was sometimes also constrained to balance the two half-Io

spectra better to facilitate a closer comparison. While an artifact in the sky spectrum

on one side of Io could affect the extracted dependent spectra of both Io halves, an

overall agreement between the halves of broader features should still support their

reality.
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Highlights 
 
 

 
 
Emission from SO2, SO, and SI has been detected and simulated 
 
The emission is consistent with dissociative excitation of SO2 by torus electrons 
 
The emission is brighter in the general wake region 
 
A spectrum from an unidentified species was discovered 
 
As much as a 5% non-thermal component to the torus electrons in implied 
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